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Abstract 
We conducted a laser-equipped analog experiment aimed at quasi-continuously monitoring the growth of a dense 
population of normal faults in homogeneous conditions. To further understand the way geological faults 
progressively gain in slip and length as they accumulate more strain, we measured with great precision the 
incremental slip and length changes that the analog faults sustain as they grow. These measurements show that 
the analog faults share common features with the natural ones. In particular, during their growth, the faults 
develop and maintain cumulative slip profiles that are generally triangular and asymmetric. The growth takes 
place through two distinct phases: an initial, short period of rapid lateral lengthening, followed by a longer phase 
of slip accumulation with little or no lengthening. The incremental slip is found to be highly variable in both 
space (along the faults) and time, resulting in variable slip rates. In particular, ‘short- and long-term’ slip rates 
are markedly different. We also find that slip measurements at local points on fault traces do not contain clear 
information on the slip increment repeat mode. Finally, while the fault growth process is highly heterogeneous 
when considered at the scale of a few slip events, it appears homogeneous and self-similar at longer time scales 
which integrate many slip increments. This is likely to be the result of a feedback between stress heterogeneities 
and slip development. The long-term scale homogeneity also implies that the long-term faulting process is 
primarily insensitive to the short-term heterogeneities that are rapidly smoothed or redistributed. We propose a 
new conceptual scenario of fault growth that integrates the above observations and we suggest that faults grow in 
a bimodal way as a result of a self-driven and self-sustaining process.  
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1- Introduction   
Faults generally grow, that is, accumulate slip and lengthen, through the repetition of 
earthquakes. Yet, how such a growth occurs is still unclear as we lack data documenting how 
earthquake slip events repeat on faults. Consequently, fundamental questions such as ‘Do 
repeating earthquake slip events have similar amplitudes and lengths? Does any major slip 
event on a fault contribute to its further lengthening? How do repeating earthquake slips relate 
to cumulative displacements on long-term faults?’ are still unanswered. We have only sparse 
information, arising partly from rare observations, and partly from models. 
Paleoseismological data show that, in some cases, the paleo-slip events have followed at 
regular time intervals with similar amplitudes and lengths (e.g., Rockwell et al., 2001; Klinger 
et al., 2003; Haibing et al., 2005). This suggests that faults may grow by accumulating 
constant slip without lengthening. Yet, in other cases, the paleo-earthquakes are found to have 
occurred at irregular time intervals and to have been dissimilar in size and location (e.g., 
Weldon et al., 2004; Palumbo et al., 2004; Daeron et al., 2005). This behavior is a sign of 
greater complexities in the fault growth process. On the other hand, the analyses of long-term 
faults whose cumulative displacements are the sum of hundreds to thousands of earthquakes 
(e.g., Taylor et al., 2004) generally provide little information on those past earthquakes. They 
thus fail to establish a link between repeat of earthquake slip events and fault growth. 
Contrasting with the scarcity of data is our capacity of producing models and qualitative 
scenarios depicting how faults may grow. These are rooted in a priori hypotheses, such as 
faults behaving as simple, narrow, elastic cracks with no cohesion, linear elastic behavior of 
the crust, and elastic rebound theory (e.g., Scholz, 2002 for a review). The community 
interested in earthquakes provides numerical models that describe how earthquake slip events 
repeat on faults depending on the level of stress/strain being accumulated and relaxed (e.g. 
Shimazaki and Nakata, 1980), and on some other parameters such as friction on the fault 
plane (e.g. Tse and Rice, 1986; Rice and Ben-Zion, 1996). These models are useful as they 
can be directly compared with real earthquake slip data. By contrast, they are never compared 
with long-term slip measurements, so they do not provide any link between repeat of 
earthquake slip events and fault growth. On the other hand, the community more interested in 
overall fault behavior provides qualitative scenarios and more rarely numerical models that 
describe how faults may grow over long time spans (104-107 yrs; Segall and Pollard, 1980; 
Walsh and Watterson, 1987; 1988; Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Marrett and Allmendinger, 
1991; Cowie and Scholz, 1992a, 1992b; Bürgmann et al., 1994; Cartwright et al. 1995; 
Willemse et al., 1996; Cowie, 1998; Cowie and Roberts, 2001; Walsh et al., 2002; Kim and 
Sanderson, 2005). These scenarios are useful for comparison with real long-term slip 
measurements, but they are rarely confronted with earthquake slip data or with earthquake 
mechanics. They do therefore also fail to provide a link between repeat of earthquake slip 
events and fault growth.   
Our objective is to explore an alternative field between observation of natural faults and 
developments of ad hoc models. We aim at examine and better understand how slip 
increments follow in space and time on a fault to make it grow. We address that topic through 
an analog experiment that allows for a large number of normal faults to form and grow under 
homogeneous conditions, while their surface lengths and slips are measured quasi-
continuously with an interferometric laser system. Although this approach does not reproduce 
the earthquake process, it sheds light upon the way faults progressively gain in slip and length 
as they accommodate more strain. Note that, while many analog models have already been 
produced to simulate fault development (with a particular focus on normal faults; e.g. 
Horsfield, 1977; Faugeres and Brun, 1984; Ackermann et al., 2001), with a few of them being 
monitored (Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001; Bellahsen et al., 2003; Marchal et al., 2003; 
Bellahsen and Daniel, 2005), this is the first time that the incremental fault growth is 
measured quasi-continuously, and at such a high resolution. This is also the first time the 
analysis is carried out with a sufficiently dense population of incremental slip events to 
identify common properties. 
 
2- Experimental protocol 
2.1- Experimental design and scaling 
We study normal faults because their displacements can be easily measured at the model 
surface. Since we seek identifying general, intrinsic properties of the fault growth process, we 
need make the faults developing in the absence of any local complexity. Heterogeneous stress 
boundary conditions, variations of material properties, influence of preexisting 
discontinuities, etc… are as many factors -not systematic in nature- that may indeed modify 
the fault growth process (e.g. Bürgmann et al., 1994; Buiter and Schreurs, 2006). To avoid 
such possible effects, we have developed a new analog protocol that allows normal faults to 
be formed and grown in a homogeneous material and a homogeneous stress field. It is 
important to note that most available analog models do not fulfill the later condition (details 
in supporting online material A). We adopt, with some modifications, the approach developed 
by Schreurs et al. (2002). The model is constructed on top of a thick foam bar that has been 
previously shortened by compression. The foam bar is then let to progressively ‘decompress’, 
which transfers a continuous, homogeneous extension over the width of the overlying model. 
For reasons explained in many papers (e.g., Hubbert, 1937; Davy and Cobbold, 1991; 
Lallemand and Malavieille, 1992; Lohrman et al., 2003; Buiter and Schreurs, 2006), dry 
quartz sand is used to approximate the brittle crust. The one we use is 98.5% made of SiO2, 
has a mean density of 2.1, and a mean grain size of 112 µm. The scaling factor that results is 
1-2.10-5 (1 cm in the model represents 1-2 km in the field). Since we want to produce a large 
number of growing faults, the model does not include any basal material such as silicone 
putty that would make strain localizing onto a few large faults only (e.g. Davy et al., 1995; 
Bellahsen et al., 2003).  
The apparatus is presented in supporting online material B. In a first step, the foam bar is 
compressed by 25% between two metallic jaws. Then a 8 cm-thick layer of sand is deposited 
on top of the compressed foam. The model is sprinkled with a thin powder (25% silica, 74% 
sand, and 1% black rubber dust; not a rheological interface) aimed at increasing its surface 
cohesion while allowing ‘ground reference points’ to be defined. Then the foam bar is 
progressively decompressed from operating back the two jaws; the decompression transfers 
extension to the overlaying sand layer. The plastic-made elastic sidewalls of the apparatus 
avoid longitudinal extension to develop in the sand cake, so that the strain field imposed at the 
base of the model is homogeneous in its central part (i.e., between the jaws), and decreases to 
zero on either side. Our study only focuses on the model central part (frame, Fig.1). 
Note that we have repeatedly performed the above experiment to ensure the strength of the 
results that we describe below. We have in particular varied the thickness of the sand cake; 
that of 8 cm revealed to be a good compromise between the number of faults being produced 
and the height of their surface escarpments. 
 
2.2- Measurements  
Measurements were performed at each 1 mm-decompression step, hence quasi-continuously. 
Yet, for clarity and brevity reasons, we only describe results at each 1 cm-step. In total, we 
decompressed the bar by 12 such steps, making the foam still slightly compressed by the end 
of the experiment. The total experiment corresponds to having stretched the sand model by 
20%, by successive steps of 1.7%. 
First, numerical high-resolution pictures were taken with a camera at each 1 mm-extension 
step. The combination of these pictures allows the space-time evolution of the faults to be 
visualized quasi-continuously (supporting movie, online material C). Second, the model was 
equipped with an interferometric laser system allowing accurate (pixel size 0.3 mm) digital 
elevation models (DEM) of the sand surface to be constructed at each step. The laser system 
operates as standard Radar Interferometry (e.g., Bürgmann et al., 2000) and is described in 
Graveleau and Dominguez, 2008. Twelve DEMs were constructed to monitor the evolution of 
the model topography at every 1 cm step of extension. From each DEM, we extracted 
elevation profiles following the top and base of the fault scarps. Where a fault trace had 
several closely spaced strands at the same along-strike position, the extracted profiles were 
made to include them. From the top and base profiles, we calculated the variation of vertical 
displacement along strike. The faults have steep scarps (≥ 60°) so that those vertical 
displacements approximate the actual fault slips. Results were then plotted as strike-parallel 
vertical projections for analysis (Fig.2). Overall, about 100 faults formed and evolved in the 
interior of the central frame (Fig.1). We restricted our analysis to the largest ones. A few 
faults initiated in the central frame and propagated outside of it. We considered only those 
that ended hardly beyond the frame. In total, we thus analyzed a population of 30 faults, 
synthetic and antithetic, representing a total of 250 incremental slip profiles.  
 
2.3- Errors 
Most faults have lengths that rapidly (at most, over the first third of the experiment) became 
greater than twice the thickness of the sand layer, which they thus cut through. We are thus 
confident that the 2D measurements of lengths and displacements performed at the model 
surface are representative of the 3D fault evolution at depth, at least over the last two thirds of 
the experiment.  
Errors on the measurements have multiple sources. The largest likely arises from the hand-
extraction of the elevation profiles, particularly during the first stages of growth when fault 
traces are tenuous. The smallest slips that we could distinctly measure in the first stages of the 
experiment are 0.1-0.15 mm, and happened to be on faults a few cm-long. Also, the granular 
nature of the sand introduces a roughness of ≈ 0.1 mm. The calibration of the laser introduces 
a periodic noise in the DEMs, having an amplitude and a wavelength of 0.25 and 10 mm, 
respectively. We removed that noise by slightly filtering the slip profiles (supporting online 
material D). From the combination of the errors above, we estimate that fault length and slip 
are determined with a maximum error of a few mm and of 0.1-0.15 mm, respectively, over 
most of the experiment but the very first stages. In those first stages (at most, stages 1-4), fault 
length may be underestimated by a few cm. 
  
3- Data analysis 
The experiment is presented as a movie in supporting online material C. Most faults start 
forming surface traces soon after extension has begun. Faults initiate evenly over the central 
section of the model, which confirms that the extensional stress field is homogeneous. Fault 
traces evolve from tenuous zones of dilatance in the first stages, to topographic escarpments 
that grow higher and longer as extension increases. In the following, we define ‘fault 
initiation’ as the stage when vertical displacements become resolvable at the surface (stages 3 
or 4, at most 5% extension). ‘Slip’ and ‘displacement’ are used similarly. Maximum 
displacement is noted Dmax. A ‘slip increment’ (or ‘slip event’) is the slip-length change 
recorded by a fault at the model surface as the model sustains an additional 1 cm-step of 
extension. ‘Slip rate’ is used to describe the displacement accumulated over a specific time 
span.  
 
3a- Overall shape of the slip profiles 
As they grow, faults develop slip profiles that generally have a well-defined envelope shape 
(Fig.2). Two types of shapes are most commonly observed, that of a symmetric triangle (Fig. 
2a-b-c) and that of a strongly asymmetric triangle (Fig. 2d-e-f). A few more complex shapes 
are found; yet they generally arise from the evolution of triangular shapes (supporting online 
material E). These more complex shapes have in common to exhibit high slip gradients at 
both tips. In some cases, faults maintain the same overall shape as they grow (ex: Fig. 2a-b-d-
f); in other cases, the shape of the slip profile changes as the fault grows: although still 
triangular overall, it shifts from symmetric to asymmetric (ex: Fig. 2c-e) or vice-versa. This 
shows that the position of the maximum displacement may vary in time along a fault (Fig.3). 
While the slip profiles show any degree of asymmetry in the very first stages of growth (Fig.3 
and supporting online material F-a), they pertain to only two categories, symmetric or 
asymmetric, in the last stages (supporting online material F-b). Commonly, asymmetry and 
high slip gradient develop where a growing fault meets another, generally oblique or 
antithetic fault (supporting online material C). 
 
3b- Fault lengthening versus slip increase - overall behavior 
Figure 4 and supporting online material G show the evolution of fault lengths as a function of 
time. About 45% of the faults (black, Fig.4) initiate with a ‘short’ length generally less than 
half their final length, then rapidly lengthen laterally in the following few stages so that, at 
30% of the experiment, they have reached a length almost as long as their final one. About 
50% of the faults (grey, Fig.4) conversely initiate with a length more than half their final 
length, then hardly lengthen further laterally over the whole experiment. Note that, because 
fault lengths may be underestimated in the very first stages of the experiment, the 50% value 
is a minimum. Finally, two faults (dotted grey, Fig.4) initiate with a length averaging their 
half final length, then hardly lengthen during most of the experiment but at the very last 
stages when they resume lengthening. Together these show that at least 80% of the faults 
achieved 70% or more of their final length in the first third of the faulting history. This 
demonstrates that faults grow in two distinct, successive phases. They sustain an initial phase 
when they essentially gain in length and this occurs rapidly; then they sustain a subsequent 
period when they go on growing without much lengthening. 
Whether they are lengthening or not, faults accumulate vertical slip (Fig.5a). The variation of 
maximum displacement versus time plots roughly as a straight line for each fault (Fig.5b), 
suggesting a roughly regular vertical growth. The fan-looking distribution of the Dmax-Time 
curves further suggests that the vertical growth is more or less rapid depending on which fault 
is concerned; the shortest faults seem to be those most slowly increasing in slip (Fig.5a). 
When variations of Dmax are scaled to fault size (Fig.6), they appear roughly similar for all 
faults but the smallest ones. Hence, although it occurs at different rates, and although the 
locus of maximum slip may move over time along the faults, the vertical growth, here taken 
as the progressive increase in Dmax, is homogeneous and regular overall.  
Figure 7 depicts how the ratio of maximum displacement over length (Dmax/L) varies as the 
faults lengthen. When faults are in a stage of rapid lengthening (Fig.7a), their Dmax/L ratio 
keeps roughly constant, on the order of 1-2.10-3. By contrast, when faults are in a stage of slip 
accumulation with little or no lengthening (Fig.7b), their Dmax/L ratio increases as the faults 
accumulate more slip (up to one order of magnitude). It results that the Dmax/L ratios spread a 
broad range of values when the whole fault population is considered over the whole time of 
the experiment (supporting online material H). Faults with triangular profiles (red and orange) 
seem to have lower Dmax/L ratios than faults whose profiles end with high slip gradients 
(blue).  
 
3c- Fault lengthening versus slip increase – small-scale features 
Additional observations can be made when fault growth is analyzed in greater details. While 
most faults show an initial phase of rapid lengthening, they do not extend similarly 
(supporting online material I). In most cases, the fault looks as lengthening continuously (at 
the resolution of the experiment), through the lateral propagation of one or both of its tips. In 
other few cases, the fault lengthens abruptly by connecting to another, initially distinct, fault 
segment. Generally, that segment initiates just ahead of the expending tip of the main fault, 
hardly before the connection is made. In more rare cases, the segment initiates at some 
distance from the expending fault, much before the connection occurs.  
Figure 8 shows the details of the incremental growth of two example faults. The faults look 
like made of small patches that slip differently in both space and time. At any one time-step, 
the faults slip along their entire length but the slip distribution is highly heterogeneous. At any 
stage of growth, several patches along the fault slip by large amounts while other zones hardly 
or do not slip at all (top plots). Moreover, at any stage of growth, there are several, distinct 
areas along the fault that slip by similar large amounts (middle plots). These large slip zones 
are not necessarily where the final displacement is the largest, though the zone of final Dmax is 
among those slipping most. It is important to note that most of the slip patches do not coincide 
with any clear segment along the fault trace. Slip increase also varies in time. At any point 
along a fault, slip increases by variable amounts, commonly alternating from being large to 
being small (top and middle plots). This results in any slip gap being eventually ‘filled’ over 
the entire fault history. The time over which the gap is filled is variable; it is longer in zones 
where distinct segments have eventually connected. One can note that the incremental slip is 
generally either much larger (yellow to red, bottom plots) or much lower (pale to dark blue, 
bottom plots) than the average value that one would infer from scaling the total final slip by 
the number of slip increments. Finally, the figures also suggest that faults generally grow a bit 
slower (in term of slip increase) at both the beginning and end of their history (bottom plots).  
  
 
4- Discussion  
Having analyzed before hundreds of natural fault slip profiles, both long-term (Manighetti et 
al., 2001) and co-seismic (Manighetti et al., 2005), we cannot avoid noting that the analog 
profiles share many common features with the natural ones. This suggests that the 
experimental observations are meaningful, and that those common features are inherent 
properties shared by natural and analogue faults. 
 
4.1- Common features to natural and analog slip profiles 
A first feature common to natural and analog slip profiles is their triangular, and commonly 
asymmetric, envelope shape. Indeed, while it has long been thought that geological faults had 
elliptical or bell-shaped slip profiles in accordance with the predictions of the elastic crack 
theory (e.g. Pollard and Segall, 1987; Cowie and Scholz, 1992a-b; Scholz, 2002), a number of 
recent observations show that faults more commonly exhibit triangular slip distributions 
(Peacock and Sanderson, 1996; Nicol et al., 1996;  Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Cartwright and 
Mansfield, 1998; Joussineau et  al., 2001; Manighetti et al., 2001 for normal faults; Ellis and 
Dunlap, 1988; Shaw et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2005 for reverse faults; Pachell and Evans, 
2002 for strike-slip faults). Besides, although most available fault models assume that 
maximum displacement is at the fault center (e.g. Pollard and Segall, 1987; Cowie and 
Scholz, 1992a; Willemse et al., 1996; Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Kim and Sanderson, 2005 ), 
natural faults more commonly show asymmetric slip profiles (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 
1991; Cartwright and Mansfield, 1998; Maerten et al., 1999; Manighetti et al., 2001; Shaw et 
al., 2002; Pachell and Evans, 2002; Davis et al., 2005). We make similar observations here; 
most analog faults grow by developing asymmetric, triangular slip profiles, basically made of 
a long linear section gently tapering to zero at one fault tip while ending through a high slip 
gradient at the other fault tip. As for natural faults, the long linear sections slant in the 
direction of fault lengthening (ex: faults e-f, Fig.2). Also as for natural faults, the high slip 
gradients develop where the fault meets an ‘obstacle’ (or ‘barrier’) to its further lengthening 
(as an example, see the right tip of fault 3ab in figures 1 and 2d). That is commonly a parallel 
antithetic fault. Thus, as for natural faults, a slip profile remains symmetric as long as the fault 
has not met any barrier, and starts distorting once one fault tip at least has met an obstacle to 
its further lengthening. In that case, the zone of maximum slip progressively translates toward 
the ‘arrested’ tip, where it may subsequently remain stable for a long time. Yet if the other 
fault tip also meets a barrier, the zone of Dmax may shift again laterally. Thus the position of 
Dmax may change over the fault lifetime. Furthermore, the zone where slip ends to be largest 
does not necessarily coincide with the locus of fault initiation, as it has been suggested (e.g. 
Ellis and Dunlap, 1988). It is important to note that the development of long linear sections in 
the slip profiles is not in keeping with the elastic crack theory (see Manighetti et al., 2001 for 
an extended discussion). One way to reconcile these profiles with that theory is to admit that 
the excess stresses that they produce on the fault plane are diffused off that plane, possibly in 
the form of distributed damage (Manighetti et al., 2004). We do not have the resolution to 
verify whether or not such diffuse deformation occurs nearby the linear slants.  
A second feature common to natural and analog faults is their bimodal mode of growth; faults 
are found to grow in two successive phases, an initial period of dominant, rapid lengthening, 
and a subsequent phase of dominant slip increase with no or little lengthening. Both phases 
have been observed in natural cases, but the scarcity of available data in respect to the long 
fault lifetimes (105-107 yrs) has not allowed describing them in detail (Armijo et al., 1996; 
Morewood and Roberts, 1999; Contreras et al., 2000; Poulimenos, 2000; Goldsworthy and 
Jackson, 2001; Meyer et al., 2002; Walsh et al., 2002; Gawthorpe et al., 2003; Childs et al., 
2003; Taylor et al., 2004; Bennett et al., 2005; Nicol et al., 2005). The numerical modeling 
and analog experiment of Cowie and Shipton (1998) and Mansfield and Cartwright (2001) 
respectively, also suggest the existence of such two phases, but the data are too few to 
describe them in detail. The initial lengthening phase is brief, hardly more than the third of the 
fault lifetime (considering the experiment duration as the ‘lifetime’), while the lengthening is 
rapid with most faults reaching more than their half-final length by the end of that initial 
phase. The lengthening generally occurs through the lateral propagation of the fault tip(s) (see 
Marchal et al., 1998, for similar observations). We do not have the resolution to determine 
whether or not the fault tip propagation is a continuous process. Nor do we have the 
resolution to depict how some faults initiate with a length almost as long as their final one. In 
any case, such initial long lengths do not result from pre-existing structures being reactivated 
as suggested or observed in some natural cases (Meyer et al., 2002; Walsh et al., 2002; Nicol 
et al., 2005; Kim and Sanderson, 2005), nor from the linkage of simultaneously formed major 
segments, as commonly proposed (e.g., Cowie and Roberts, 2001). While they are 
lengthening, the faults accumulate some slip. The process is homogeneous overall, such that 
the Dmax/L ratio remains constant on each fault and similar for all faults (2 ± 1.10-3). This 
suggests that faults behave as elastic cracks with constant stress drop during their initial 
lengthening phase. Following the initial period of rapid lengthening, the faults enter a 
subsequent phase during which they mainly accumulate vertical slip while hardly or no longer 
lengthening. Note that while many faults stop lengthening when at least one of their tips has 
met a barrier, that condition is not required. The phase of dominant slip accumulation is 
homogeneous as far as it is considered overall. The maximum displacement increases quite 
regularly on each fault, and in same proportions for all faults. Such a homogeneous vertical 
growth results in the cumulative slip profiles keeping the same overall shape, -only distorted 
vertically-, as the faults accumulate more slip. Overall, the phase of dominant slip 
accumulation lasts longer than that of lengthening, generally about two thirds of the fault life. 
It makes the faults increasing their Dmax by 300 % on average (and up to 700%; in respect to 
the value of Dmax at the beginning of the slip accumulation phase). The Dmax/L ratios increase 
accordingly during that phase, making the faults not behaving as elastic cracks and not having 
similar stress drops. By the end of the experiment, most faults still are in a phase of slip 
accumulation at constant length. We thus have no data to document how the faults go on 
growing as they accumulate even more strain. In natural cases, it has been found that faults do 
not accumulate slip over a maximum threshold Dmax/L ratio averaging 10-1 (e.g., Manighetti et 
al., 2001). This implies that faults must lengthen laterally once they have reached that 
maximum slip accumulation ratio. This would suggest that faults may resume lengthening by 
the end of a phase of dominant slip accumulation. The inset of Figure 5a indeed shows a few 
fault cases that resume lengthening by the end of a slip accumulation phase. It is noteworthy 
that those few faults have in common to have their tips not being arrested by any clear barrier 
(see example faults, f6, f11ab or f19 in Fig.1), contrary to the rest of the faults. This suggests 
that faults pinned at both ends may accumulate more slip without lengthening than 
unrestricted faults. The same conclusion has been reached for natural cases (Manighetti et al., 
2001). Note that, when resuming after a slip accumulation phase, the lengthening occurs 
through the connection of the main fault with a smaller segment ahead of its tips(s), hence 
differently than over the initial lengthening period. 
A third feature common to analog and natural faults is their capacity of being together 
homogeneous and heterogeneous; while the fault growth process is clearly homogeneous 
overall, it is highly irregular in detail. This duality has been suggested for a few geological 
faults (e.g. Manighetti et al., 2001; Bull et al., 2006), as in a few analog and numerical 
experiments (Cowie and Shipton, 1998; Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001). The balance 
between regularity and irregularity roots in the time scale. When the fault growth is 
considered over a long time span that includes many slip increments, it appears homogeneous; 
the slip profile maintains the same envelop shape; the slip and length increases are regular 
overall. In contrast, when the fault growth is considered over time scales that are short in 
relation to the entire fault history, it appears highly heterogeneous; the slip profile shape 
exhibits saw-tooth patterns; the slip and length increases are markedly variable in space and 
time. 
 
4.2- Implications on Dmax/L ‘scaling’  
The bimodal growth of the faults causes their maximum displacement and length to change by 
various proportions over time. As recognized by Mansfield and Cartwright (2001) and Walsh 
et al. (2002), those changes produce irregular growth paths in Dmax-L space, that diverge from 
the roughly linear relationship that has been derived from available natural Dmax-L data (Dmax 
= k.L with k ≈ 10-2; e.g., Schlische et al., 1996; Manighetti et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2005). 
The question then arises of whether or not a scaling of the form Dmax = k.L may be used to 
prescribe the way natural faults are growing (e.g. Cartwright et al., 1995; Mansfield and 
Cartwright, 2001). Our experiment suggests that the answer roots in the time scale over which 
the fault growth process is analyzed. When that process is considered over time scales that are 
short in relation to the entire fault history, the scaling does not apply and data exhibit a broad 
range of scatter (Fig.5a). This has been shown to be true in natural cases: on the shortest time 
scale which is that of individual earthquakes, displacement and length of ruptures are clearly 
not related by a unique function (Manighetti et al., 2007). By contrast, when the fault growth 
is considered over a long time span including a large number of slip increments, the linear 
scaling likely applies, as revealed by the natural data. Thus, for natural faults whose growth 
history is unknown, the Dmax-L measurements may be difficult to interpret. Manighetti et al. 
(2001) have shown that the Dmax/L ratio of a fault depends on the overall shape of its slip 
profile: profiles unrestricted at both tips (symmetric triangles) have the lowest ratios reaching 
at most 2.10-2; those restricted at one tip (asymmetric triangles) have higher ratios with a 
threshold value of 3-4.10-2; those pinned at both tips have the highest values up to 10-1. This 
suggests that the combined knowledge of a fault slip profile shape and of its corresponding 
Dmax/L ratio may indicate the current ‘growth mode’ of the fault: dominant slip accumulation 
if the measured ratio is far below the threshold value corresponding to its profile shape; 
dominant lengthening if that ratio is close to the threshold value. Though more variable, our 
analog data are in keeping with that inference (supporting online material H).  
 
4.3- Implications on space-time slip and slip rate variability  
Determining the rates at which faults slip is a critical issue for these rates indicate the degree 
of activity of the faults (e.g. Nicol et al., 1997). Numerous studies have thus been conducted 
in the last 30 years to determine the past and present motion rates on the major active faults 
worldwide. Most, however, have restricted their analysis to a single slip rate determination at 
one spot of the fault length (e.g. Wright et al., 2004; Frankel et al., 2007). The underlying 
assumption is that the slip rate does not vary much along fault strike. Our experiment suggests 
that this may be incorrect. At any instant of the fault evolution, the displacement varies 
markedly along the fault length; so thus would the slip rate. Studies providing several slip rate 
estimates along a fault actually reach the same conclusion (e.g. Tapponnier et al., 2001; 
Taylor et al., 2004; Bull et al., 2006). Most studies that report slip rates also implicitly admit 
that fault rate does not vary much either in time (e.g. Wright et al., 2004). Our experiment 
shows that this may be incorrect. Figure 8 shows that slip varies widely in time at one given 
spot of the fault length. Figure 9 is even clearer. In each plot, the black curve is the mean slip 
rate that one would infer from measuring and dating the total cumulative slip profile. It is thus 
equivalent to the long-term slip rate profile. The colors dots are the slip rates that one would 
infer from measuring the slip produced at each step of the growth, with the step duration 
being known. The black curve clearly results from highly variable slip rates being averaged. 
This shows that, at any spot of the fault length, the slip rate averaged over a long time span is 
far different, by an order of magnitude, from the slip rate averaged over a short time span. The 
incremental rate is particularly low both in the very first and very last stages of the fault 
growth. The experiment thus demonstrates that the slips and slip rates on faults are markedly 
variable in both space and time. A similar conclusion has been reached in the rare studies that 
analyzed the natural fault slip behavior at different space and times scales (e.g. Weldon et al., 
2004; Chevalier et al., 2005; Bull et al., 2006). One consequence is that the common assertion 
that earthquake ruptures showing a similar slip amplitude at one local spot of a fault are 
characteristic (e.g. Nishenko and Bulland, 1987; Rockwell et al., 2001; Klinger et al., 2003; 
Haibing et al., 2005) is likely erroneous. 
 
 
4.4- Proposed scenario of overall fault growth 
Figure 10 presents a scenario of overall fault growth that includes the major observations 
described above. That scenario is only qualitative for modeling the physics of faulting and 
earthquakes is not the scope of the paper. Also, it only describes the general features of the 
growth process for a fault that would ideally remain isolated throughout its evolution. 
Integrating the small-scale complexities of the fault evolution is a further step of work. 
In a first phase (Fig.10a), the fault rapidly propagates laterally while accumulating slip in 
proportion so that, overall, the fault behaves as an elastic crack. At this stage, the lengthening 
likely occurs continuously. While lengthening, the fault develops a roughly triangular slip 
profile. As that profile develops, the medium holding the linear slants sustains extended 
damage, possibly in the form of multiplied micro-cracking (Marder and Fineberg, 1996; 
Manighetti et al., 2004). Large triangular zones of damage having their apex centered on the 
point of fault initiation are requested to maintain a triangular profile (Manighetti et al., 2004). 
The damage zone accommodates the excess stresses that result from the triangular shape of 
the slip profile, so that stress on the fault plane remains about constant, compatible with the 
elastic crack behavior and the self-similarity. 
The fault then stops propagating, generally as it starts interacting with nearby faults. Once 
arrested, the fault continues growing by accumulating more slip (Fig.10b). As it does so, the 
overall shape of its slip profile is vertically distorted while the stress concentration at its tips 
increases. The increased amount of stress accommodated within the damage zone likely 
makes some of the damage cracks growing larger. Some of these cracks may eventually form 
well-expressed segments ahead of the main fault tips. Since excess stresses are 
accommodated within the damage zone, the stress on the fault plane still remains about 
constant. 
Once slip, hence stress, accumulation is such that the strength of the damage zone ahead of 
the fault tips is overcome, we hypothesize that the fault resumes lengthening, likely by 
connecting to one of the largest damage cracks (Fig.10c). Note that the Dmax/L ratios of the 
connecting fault and segment are unlikely to be similar, as commonly assessed (e.g., Cowie 
and Roberts, 2001). As the fault lengthens, its Dmax/L ratio drops, while its slip profile 
remains triangular overall. Since the fault length increases, the damage zone widens. New 
damage structures are thus created, while previous structures either continue accommodating 
stress and strain, or become inactive and possibly offset by the lengthening fault. 
We suggest that faults basically grow through alternating phases of dominant lengthening and 
dominant slip accumulation. The initial phase of rapid lengthening that occupies the first third 
of the fault lifetime is likely different however than any subsequent phase of further 
lengthening; that initial phase occurs through fault tip propagation, while subsequent 
lengthening rather occurs through segment connection. Interestingly, the bimodal growth that 
we describe in Figure 10 is ‘self-driven’ and ‘self-sustaining’: as a fault accumulates some 
slip, it damages the adjacent medium, particularly at its tips. That damage in turn helps the 
fault accumulating more slip (without lengthening), for it diffuses the high stresses that would 
otherwise result on the fault plane, particularly at its tips. As the fault accumulates more slip, 
stresses increase within the damage zone, so that a few individual fault segments may 
eventually form ahead of the growing fault. At some level of slip accumulation, the strength 
of the damage zone is overcome and the fault lengthens by connecting to the segment(s) 
previously produced ahead of its tips. The process then repeats. It is thus self-driven since the 
fault itself produces the features that contribute to both its steady growth at constant length 
(the damage zone) and its further lengthening (the segments ahead). It is also self-sustaining 
since, as the fault grows longer, the stresses to be diffused in the damage zone grow higher, 
making the process unable to stop (in the absence of any local complexity, such as ‘external’ 
barriers). One implication is that the segments that eventually connect to form a larger fault, 
do not initiate randomly nor simultaneously, as commonly assumed (Cowie and Roberts, 
2001; Davis et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2003; Kim and Sanderson, 2005; Nicol et al., 2005). 
Besides their length is somehow dictated by the ‘strength’ of the medium (actually, its 
apparent stiffness) where the fault is growing.  
Note that growth in isolation conditions as described above must be seldom. Yet, the 
encounter of a fault with a barrier does not change the general process. The barrier only 
increases the strength of the zone ahead of the fault tips, and this may increase the duration of 
the slip accumulation phase (hence more slip is accumulated), while distorting the slip profile 
from symmetric to asymmetric.  
 
5- Conclusions 
Our laser-equipped analog experiment led to the formation and growth of a dense network of 
normal faults for which we could measure the slip and length changes at successive short time 
lapses. This provides a unique opportunity to visualize and quantify the fault growth process 
and to examine how slip increments follow on a fault to make it grow. The analog faults are 
found to exhibit a number of features similar to those observed on geological faults. This 
suggests that these features may be intrinsic properties of faults, which thus should be 
reproduced by fault models. This furthermore suggests that the experiment is meaningful, 
with its results likely to apply to faults of any slip mode. The quasi-continuous observation of 
the fault growth that we perform allows us to examine these properties with far more detail 
than what is possible on natural faults. The major properties that we have identified are the 
following: 
- Slip distributions have linear sections almost as long as the entire faults, and those sections 
generally persist during the fault evolution. This observation is not in keeping with the elastic 
crack theory. It suggests that extended damage of the medium is likely to result from the 
growth of a fault.  
- Faults start growing in two successive phases: an initial, short (first third of the fault 
lifetime) period dominated by rapid lengthening, followed by a subsequent, longer (last two 
thirds of the fault lifetime) phase of mainly slip increase at roughly constant length. 
- Faults are likely to go on growing through the alternation of phases of dominant lengthening 
and phases of dominant slip accumulation. Additional data are however necessary to confirm 
this hypothesis. Such bimodal growth is likely to be ‘self-driven’ and ‘self-sustaining’.  
- Faults grow overall homogeneously even though the individual slip events are characterized 
by large slip and stress heterogeneities. This suggests that there is a feedback between stress 
heterogeneities and slip development. The consequence of this is that the long-term faulting 
process is primarily insensitive to the short-term heterogeneities that are rapidly smoothed or 
redistributed.  
One implication of this duality between heterogeneous and homogeneous behavior is that the 
short- and long-term slips and slip rates on natural faults are likely to be markedly different. 
Successive slip events are likely to also significantly differ in both slip amplitude and 
distribution. Together these results call for great caution when interpreting the available slip 
data on faults and ruptures, particularly when doing so in terms of ‘characteristic 
earthquakes’, as commonly done.  
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Figure 1: Map view of the analog model at the end of the experiment. The frame is the zone 
under study. Analyzed faults are circled in black, with their names indicated. Synthetic and 
antithetic faults appear in different tones due to shading. 
 
Figure 2: Slip-length profiles on six example faults (location in Fig.1). Naming a fault ‘ab’ 
for instance means that the fault, that contains two segments a and b, is considered as a whole. 
The color scale indicates the successive time steps, in percentage of extension. Stages 1 and 2 
do not appear for no surface escarpment was formed at these stages. 
 
Figure 3: Variation over time of the along-strike position of the maximum displacement 
Dmax. Each point represents the position of Dmax at each stage of the fault growth, hence is 
(XDmax/Xi), with Xi the length of the fault at stage i, and X=0 taken at the left tips of the faults. 
For clarity reasons, only the largest faults are represented. 
 
Figure 4: Fault length increase as a function of time. On the X axis, time (Ti) is normalized 
by the total duration of the fault growth (Tf). On the Y axis, the length (Li) is normalized by 
the final total length of the faults (Lf). See discussion in text.  
 
Figure 5: a) Evolution of maximum displacement with fault lengthening. Faults possibly 
sustaining alternating phases of dominant lengthening and of dominant slip accumulation are 
highlighted in inset. b) Evolution of maximum displacement with time. See discussion in text.  
 
Figure 6: Increase in vertical slip as a function of time. On the X axis, time (Ti) is normalized 
by the total duration of the fault growth (Tf). On the Y axis, the maximum slip (Dmaxi) is 
normalized by the final total maximum displacement on the faults (Dmaxf).  
 
Figure 7: Variation of the Dmax/L ratio with fault lengthening. a) Faults whose growth starts 
by an observable, rapid lengthening phase. That occurs at roughly constant Dmax/L ratio (grey 
horizontal bar). b) Faults whose initial lengthening phase is too rapid to be observed (it 
occurred at less than 5% of extension); those faults thus appear as mainly growing by 
increasing their slip. See discussion in text.  
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Figure 8: Space-time slip variability during fault growth. For both fault examples, top plots 
present the successive slip increments in absolute amplitude (mm); middle plots present the 
slip increments each normalized by its maximum slip value (Dmaxi); bottom plots present the 
slip increments each normalized by the average value of the maximum slip (Dmaxf/N, with 
Dmaxf the maximum slip value at the end of the experiment and N the number of slip 
increments).  
 
Figure 9: Comparison of ‘long-term’ and ‘short-term’ slip rates. For both fault examples, the 
black curve is the long-term slip rate profile that one would infer from dividing the final 
cumulative slip profile by the total number of growth time steps. Conversely, the color crosses 
represent the short-term slip rates that one would infer from dividing each incremental slip 
value by one single time lapse. Colors indicate, as before, the succession in time. 
 
Figure 10: A qualitative scenario of fault growth compatible with the observations. The 
scenario is drawn for an ideal, isolated fault, thus having a triangular, symmetric slip profile. 
Top plots present the slip distribution on the growing fault. Middle plots present the fault in 
map view. Bottom plots presents the stress distribution resulting in the ‘faulted volume’ (fault 





























FIGURE 1 - Schlagenhauf et al.





























































































































FIGURE 2 - Schlagenhauf et al.
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FIGURE 8 - Schlagenhauf et al.
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